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Worksheet -5   Subject: - Computer  Class: - VII  Teacher: - Mrs. Suudha Sharma 
Name: _________________ Class & Sec: ________ Roll No. ______  Date: 16.05.2020 

 

Lesson 2: Functions and Manipulation in Excel 
Each function type is used for different purpose as indicated by the name of the Function.  
Text Functions: 
Excel’s Text Function help you to manage the text data in your spreadsheets. 

 
Mathematical Functions: 
Excel’s Mathematical Functions can be used to perform common mathematical operations such as addition 
(Sum function), multiplication (Production), division and findings the square root. 

 
Statistical Functions: 
Excel’s Statistical functions can be used to analysis the data in a spreadsheet. For example, they can be used to 
tell you the average value of your data or finding the maximum or minimum value within the selected data. 

 
Logical Functions: 
Excel’s functions can be used to introduce decision making into your spreadsheet. In logical functions you pass 
the condition as the arguments and it will return the result as TRUE or FALSE according to the satisfaction of 
the criteria of the condition. Here, we will learn about the IF function. 
IF Function: 
= IF (logical _test, true_ action, false_ action) 
Returns one value if a condition you specify evaluates to TRUE and another value if it evaluate to FALSE.  

 logical _test is any value or expression that can be evaluated to TRUE or FALSE 

 true_ action is the value that is returned if the logical _ test is TRUE. 
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 false_ action is the value that is returned if the logical _test is FALSE. 
Example: If James secures more than 70 marks, he will get a video game, otherwise he will get a camera. Let 
us suppose he secures 75 marks. 
=IF (B>70, “VIDEO GAME”, “CAMERA”) 
As is clear, James will get the video game. 
Data Manipulation: 
There are many options in MS Excel which will help in manipulation of data as required. For example, you can 
use the Goal Seek option to find a value to manipulate the result or you can filter out the records to be displayed, 
which match some specific criteria, or simply sort the data to arrange it into some order. 
Using the Goal Seek 
The Goal Seek option is used when you want to manipulate the result which you have obtained by applying 
some Formula. Follow the steps given to use the Goal Seek option.  
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Q1: Match the result with the function statement 
1. Product (25, 5)   5 
2. Sqrt (25)    Count 
3. Left (“My country”, 2)   125 
4. Mid (“Mid country”, 4, 5)  My 

 
 
Q2. Write function name: 

1. Return number of characters including spaces. 
2. To perform common mathematical function. 
3. To analysis (IF_ THEN_ ELSE) the data in a spreadsheet. 
4. Returns n characters starting from the right side. 
5. Returns square root of the number. 

 
Q3.  Fill in the blanks: 

1. _________ sign is used to begin a function. 
2. Concatenate is an example of ________________ function. 
 

Q4. Tick () the correct statement: 
1. In the function = SUM (A1:A12), the argument is SUM. ( ) 
2. The sqrt (Num 1) function returns the Square of the number Num 1. ( ) 
3. The = max (num1, num2, …) function return the maximum value out of the Arguments. ( ) 
4. The = average (12, 14, 16) will give the result 16. ( ) 
5. The logical functions return the result as True or False. ( ) 

 
Q5: Answer the following: 

1. You have to decide on an output depending on the result which you get from a cell. Which function 
category and its function will you apply? 

2. Write one example for the syntax for joining multiple text strings into one. 
3. Write one example for the syntax for returning text in lower-case. 
4. Write the syntax used for returning the sum value of the Arguments. 
5. Name the five categories of functions. Explain any three functions from any three categories. 
6. What is the Goal Seek option and how is it useful? 
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Answers: 
 
Q1: Match the result with the function statement 

1. Product (25, 5)   125 
2. Sqrt (25)    5  
3. Left(“My country”,2)   My 
4. Mid (“Mid country”, 4,5)  Count 

 
Q2. Write function name: 

1. Return number of characters including spaces. =len (text) 
2. To perform common mathematical function. Mathematical function 
3. To analysis (IF_ THEN_ ELSE) the data in a spreadsheet. Logical Functions 
4. Returns n characters starting from the right side. =Right (text, n) 
5. Returns square root of the number. Sqrt 

Q3.  Fill in the blanks: 
1. = 
2. Text 

Q4. Tick () the correct statement: 
1. × 
2. × 

3.  
4. × 

5.  
 
Q5: Answer the following: 

1. Category = Logical Function, function name = IF function 
2. =concatenate (“My”,” Country”) output will be:- MyCountry 
3. =lower(“AMERICA”) output will be:- america 
4. =sum(num 1, num 2) 
5. Function can be broadly classified in the following categories: 

i. Text Functions 
ii. Mathematical Functions 

iii. Statistical Functions 
iv. Date & Time Functions 
v. Logical Functions 

 


